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We cannot believe there is to be
no new GP surgery in Smallway
to serve Yatton, Claverham and
Congresbury.
We have, without doubt one of the
best, if not the best GP practices in
the county if not the country. We
have a growing population in our
community and also an ageing one.
Our GPs have an ever- growing
number of patients who expect a
modern, professional approach
to their problems. Anyone who
has visited either Langford or St
Georges can see how these facilities
are far superior to those currently
in Yatton and Congresbury and
represent the future style of a GP
practice if they are to continue to
progress in years to come.
Wake up Yatton and Congresbury
or we may all have to travel much,
much further to access first class
treatment.
With reference to Cllr David
Shopland’s statement the
proposed site was ‘on one of the
most dangerous roads in North
Somerset’, we have lived in Yatton
off the road in question for more
than 30 years. We have never seen a
road accident of any sort between
Cadbury Garden Centre and the
Yatton boundary despite thousands
of vehicles using and turning into
the garden centre, hotel and other
businesses on either side of the
road. We wonder if it was housing
being proposed the same decision
would have been made?
The pavement along Smallway
is no narrower than that running
the length of Yatton High Street.
Councillors can if they wish affect
the size of pavements and also
the type of crossing – so let’s see
something constructive from them.
We all need a modern,
professional medical team near at
hand – so let’s not be short-sighted,
instead embrace the future and
support our local GPs here in
Yatton and Congresbury in their
efforts to provide us with just that…
not miles away.

Richard and Liz Birch
Henley Lodge, Yatton

Need surgery but
not at any cost
The Times’ recent front page article
did little to hide the irritation of
the partners and doctors of the
Mendip Vale Medical Group after
councillors rejected their proposals
for a new surgery on Smallway in
Congresbury.
I readily acknowledge our GPs
strive to provide the best possible
primary healthcare for their
patients and I do not wish to defend
the status quo. It is self-evident
we need a more modern medical
facility to reflect changes in the
NHS funding of primary care and to
serve a growing catchment. We are
lucky to still have a locally-owned
GP practice and I sincerely hope it
stays that way.
However, the practice leadership
should recognise its plans were
brought forward in a manner
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■ Portishead at 8am is quite a spectacular sight.

unlikely to win majority support
after they failed to meaningfully
engage with communities in a
flawed consultation back in 2016.
It is also disingenuous to suggest
there are no alternative sites –
although it is also undeniable there
is no single solution that will be
acceptable to everyone. The practice
put all its eggs in one basket and
worked with a land agent who took
them down a pre-ordained route
- without regard to or tie-in with
either of the emerging Yatton and
Congresbury Neighbourhood Plans.
The devil is in the detail and
councillors are right to have
scrutinised what is after all a
full application. On the question
of access, Yatton Parish Council
argued a continuous pavement
should be provided from both
villages and controlled crossings
to link up places where this may be
difficult to achieve.
Yet the plans demonstrate token
consideration to how vulnerable
and elderly patients might be able
to travel to the proposed location. In
fact, at a time when we are supposed
to be promoting healthy lifestyle
choices it seems a little cynical for
a medical practice to be effectively
encouraging more private car use,
which is what this application
effectively does.
A recent scheduled Speedwatch
session recorded an unprecedented
1,000 vehicles an hour on Frost
Hill, a short distance from the
favoured surgery location. So it is
disappointing that no one seems
willing to spend £50,000 on a lightcontrolled crossing on Smallway,
which would add less than two per
cent to the reported £3.9m cost of
the new facility itself.
As it turned out it was the
site’s location in the strategic gap
between Yatton and Congresbury
that tipped the vote. In this regard,
it is worth mentioning two years

ago the same land agent lobbied
North Somerset Council seeking the
removal of three fields adjoining
the proposed surgery site from the
green gap.
Councillors may change their
minds in December, but if we are
to pay such a high price, we should
expect no less than an upfront
commitment to fund the basic
essential infrastructure.
It is regrettable that no such
assurances have so far been
forthcoming.

Steve Bridger
Grange Farm Road, Yatton

Disbelief at
council’s decision
It was with absolute disbelief
I learned of North Somerset
Council’s refusal of the Mendip
Vale Medical Practice application
for a new surgery which was to
serve the communities of Yatton
and Congresbury.
This is the council that has waved
through practically every housing
development application despite
residents’ concerns about a lack of
infrastructure to support such a
large increase in population.
Yes, Smallway is not perfect,
especially during rush hours or
when an incident has occurred on
the M5, when the whole of North
Somerset becomes a car park, but
it is the best available and in its
favour it is on a bus route and there
is plenty of room for parking.
Mendip Vale is now a very large
practice which already has two new
purpose-built premises in Langford
and St Georges. I don’t know what
its Clevedon surgery is like but I
fear I might be about to find out – I
remind those who opposed this
project and particularly the council
that Wrington and Congresbury no
longer has a surgery at all at this
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moment in time.
We need and deserve this new
surgery.
How ironic it would be if,
following this debacle, a muchexpanded Yatton ended up with
two veterinary practices – and no
doctors.

V Dickens
Claverham Road, Yatton

Traffic concerns
not justified
While I appreciate the editor’s
comments regarding the issue of
Smallway traffic, concerns over the
amount of traffic generated by a
new surgery are not really justified.
I have often attended surgeries
at Yatton and Langford and the
number of cars there at any
one time are only about 10 or at
maximum 15, therefore adding
all the surgeries together would
only create approximately 2030 cars arriving and leaving at
staggered intervals. This would not
significantly add to the congestion
caused by any current normal
traffic pattern and M5 closures
cannot be predicted.
The housing developments
on the outskirts of Yatton and
Congresbury must add more cars
than the surgery ever would. It is
also much less than the garden
centre traffic.
Unfortunately, rush hour traffic is
a problem everywhere and is being
exacerbated by the extra traffic
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Editor’s

End of an era as High
Street shop set to close
Very sad day for Portishead.
Matt and Rosemary are
the original ‘Mr and Mrs
Portishead’.
Their shop has old world
charm, a lovely atmosphere and
friendly staff. It has always been
a pleasure browsing around
and finding items not found
anywhere in the modern day
shops.
I shall most certainly miss
this shop as it catered to my
requirements. Anyway all
the very best to them in their
retirement.

Margaret Lloyd
Underwood Road, Portishead
What a bittersweet week it’s
been for local, independent,
businesses in Portishead this

generated by the occupants of the
new housing developments who
commute.
It seems quite easy to find reasons
why the surgery should not go
ahead but alternative suggested
sites are not so easily identified so a
compromise has to be found.

Dave Bignell
Wrington Mead, Congresbury

MAILBOX
■ Rosemary and Matt
Westley will be closing
the shop next year.

H

Tanya Slatter
Ridge Close, Portishead

I’ve never been asked as a patient
where I’d be happy for Yatton’s or
Congresbury’s surgery to be – has
anyone else?
We shouldn’t lose out because it
has expanded its practice size – it

Tom Wright

Positive news
hopefully...

week. In the same week a great
new skate and scooter shop
opens on West Hill Triangle –
now we just need a wheels park
to go with it... – we find out the
institution of Portishead High
Street that is Morgan Westley
is going to be closing early next
year.
I’m sure everyone wishes
Matt and Rosemary all the very
best for their much deserved
retirement, but it would be a
crying shame if nobody came
forward to take on the shop, and
continue to run it as the treasure
trove that it is.
It, and they, will be such a loss
to an already rapidly changing
High Street.

Buy up homes by
doctors’ surgery

Comment

needs to ask us where we’d like to be
treated.
Smallway construction costs
aside, without knowing we’d like
to go there, surely it is a nonstarter isn’t it, especially as it’s
in specifically designated village
separation land?
The obvious answer would be to
buy-out sufficient properties next

to their surgeries and to enlarge
them, through buying by private
treaty (or by local authority agreed
forced purchase in the public
interest).
Though it may not entirely
please someone next to our current
surgery, I’m sure the compensation
of a higher than market value
payment for their property,

ousing stories tend to
dominate the news
pages these days.
If it is not plans for a
new development
springing up, it is a story about
future ridiculously high targets
being set for the region over the
next 20 years.
Before too long, if we are not
careful, some of the outstanding
areas which make North Somerset
such a beautiful place to live, could
be lost forever.
It is why this week, I was
heartened to see the incredibly
generous offer being made by John
and Jenny Maycock to help preserve
the woodland off Nore Road.
The area would no doubt peak
developers’ interests, but isn’t it
lovely to hear of someone being
proactive and taking the harder
option of trying to preserve rural
beauty for the benefit of everyone.
I hope soon the Times can publish
some positive news of a suitable
group coming forward to take the
area on.

